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ABOUT US CONTACT

EXPERIENCE AND INNOVATION
When it comes to maintaining your equipment, especially 
the steel on your skates, it is an important responsibility that 
should not left to just anyone. Sure the age of computer 
controlled equipment and technology has made this 
maintenance easier and more consistent, but I will never 
replace the knowledge gained over 22 years and counting. 
Sharpening, riveting, repair, and custom work in the hockey 
world is a lost art these days... But, Corsairs Hockey 
Equipment Management takes those time honored methods 
and brings them into today’s age offering the best service 
possible to keep you playing at your best!

A UNIQUE MOBILE APPROACH
Making a stop at the local pro shop either before or after 
your ice time to get a sharpening or service is common 
practice. But what if you’re running late and can’t get your 
skates sharpened before a game! What if there is a line 
ahead of you? Or let’s say practice just got done and you 
don’t want to wait in line with everyone else. Do you think 
you’re the only one who has ever ran into that situation? 
This is an age old problem that we’ve come to accept. But 
not anymore! Corsairs Hockey Equipment Management can 
conveniently come to you while offering the same services 
as many shops with the experience that is unmatched!

BECAUSE WE PLAY HOCKEY
Some weeks we wonder where the time went... “oh, right. 
We were at the rink.” The kids skate. The wife skates. I 
skate. We spend hours on the ice and thousands of miles 
have been put on our vehicles to play the game. Men’s 
leagues, learn to skate, house leagues, travel leagues, 
tournament teams, Ice, Inline, I have done it! We are a 
hockey family! Our non-hockey friends and families might 
not get it, but that’s okay. Corsairs Hockey Equipment 
Management was built on a foundation that understands the 
sport and the people that are involved with it!

GET IN TOUCH!

Want a Mobile or on site Appointment?
Call Now:

936-931-7473
corsairshockeyorg@gmail.com

Home service shop:
180 E Warbler Ave
Cortland, Illinois 60112

WE ACCEPT:
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*Credit card purchases please add 2.9% transaction fee



SERVICES
ICE SKATE SHARPENING
Corsairs Hockey proudly uses both manual honing/de-
burring techniques and Sparx sharpening equipment. 
Automated technology takes the guesswork out of 
creating a consistent, even, and precise edge without 
removing excessive steel. Best of all, both manual and 
automated processes allow us to be mobile! while offering a 
professional grade sharpening!

COMMON HOLLOWS OFFERED ARE:
3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 5/8”, and 1/2” FIRE

*shallower goalie and figure skate hollows may be offered in the future*

INLINE BEARING CLEANING
Your wheels affect the amount of grip you get on the floor. 
Your bearings affect how fast you go! Sure you could just 
buy new, but a good set can be expensive. Clean them 
instead!

 Cleaning them is the equivalent to sharpening your ice 
skates. Dirt and grime will get into your bearings causing 
excess friction. And lubrication doesn’t last forever either! 
It will break down over time causing excess heat and 
eventually damage your bearings.

 Corsairs Hockey uses cleaning methods that are 
environmentally friendly and specially designed to be safe on 
all metals. All of our lubricants are 100% synthetic and will 
not attract dirt keeping them turning quiet, smooth, and fast.

For your convenience, most services can be performed 
mobile, on site, or at our shop!

MANAGEMENT
Corsairs Hockey Equipment Management is a full service 
hockey repair shop.

Our home shop is located in Cortland, Illinois. Also offering 
most of our same quality services mobile

Equipped with modern and industry standard tools, a few of 
the repairs offered are:

 ▪  Copper and steel rivet repair

 ▪ Custom RMS rivet/screw repair

 ▪ Lace eyelet repair 

 ▪ Do you need something else worked on?

 ▪ Does your helmet need some TLC? 

 ▪ Need your stick sized and cut?

 ▪ Does your child’s helmet not fit properly

 These and many other services offered... Just ask!

MANAGEMENT PRICING:

 ▪  Call for Pricing   
Individual items need to be inspected and priced prior to servicing. 

Upon inspection, a price for repairs or adjustments will be presented 

and agreed to by customer before commencing work.

SERVICES
Corsairs Hockey Equipment Management Is innovating the 
hockey industry!

There is not a hockey shop at every corner!
Lets face it, if you play hockey or if you have kids that play 
hockey, at some point you may feel like you live at the rink!

Why not make equipment management convenient. Why 
not bring professional services, knowledge, and quality 
directly to the people who make hockey the great sport 
that it is!

MOBILE SERVICES PRICING:

 ▪  $12.00 Convenience Fee*  
Within standard service area. Offered on most services. 

*additional charges for service charges for individual appointments 

outside of the service area

BLADE EQUIPMENT MOBILE

ICE SERVICES PRICING

 ▪  $8.00 Standard Skate Sharpening (per pair)

 ▪  $15.00 New Blade Sharpening (per pair)

 ▪  $12.00 Damaged or Rusty Sharpening (Starting per pair) 
 ▪  $2.50 Standard Rivet Repair (each)

 ▪  $5.00 Copper Rivet Repair (each)

 ▪  $5.00 Eyelet Repair (each)

INLINE SERVICES PRICING

 ▪  $20.00  Bearing Cleaning (set of 16)

 ▪  $100.00  Custom Inline Mounting (Starting per pair) 
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